
Criminals, investors and financial institutions are using 
cryptocurrencies every day.

You need to know what’s going on behind the transactions.

We have you covered.

Bringing Security & Accountability to Cryptocurrency
Financial Sector | Law Enforcement | Regulators

CSE: BIGG | OTC: BBKCF | WKN: A2JSKC



You can  know what’s going on behind cryptocurrency transactions

BIG provides trust and real-time risk mitigation 

through its comprehensive suite of tools and services

for the financial services industry, the law enforcement community, and regulators.

Financial Sector: reduce your risk associated with cryptocurrency transactions

Our team and tools support your cryptocurrency AML, CTF, KYC & OFAC efforts toward meeting traditional and anticipated regulatory and compliance 
requirements.

Rather than wondering if cryptocurrency wallets are associated with illicit activities and entities, you can rely on our unique datasets both on-chain and 
off-chain, proprietary Artificial Intelligence, and our live Research Department.
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Need to demonstrate cryptocurrency funds being received didn’t 
originate from illicit, immoral or unethical sources?

“BitRank Verified ®  is the missing link to demonstrate diligent efforts to meet AML, Fraud and 
CTF regulatory requirements.” 

Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified AML Specialist, 
Certified Bitcoin Professional

Teresa Anaya, BIG’s Director of Financial Institution Strategy



Regulators: gain confidence through actionable intelligence and guidance

BIG enables you to act with confidence. whether governing, monitoring, granting licenses, developing tomorrow’s policies or investigating illicit 
cryptocurrency activities.

Regulators can benefit from our experience in agency-based cryptocurrency investigations 
and our proprietary tools for transaction risk-scoring, search and data analytics.

Law Enforcement: forensically investigate & monitor illicit cryptocurrency use

Our services and experience help level the playing field so you can catch the quickly adapting criminal element that hopes to use cryptocurrencies to hide 
illegal activities.

Investigators quickly and reliably trace, track and monitor suspicious 
activities within cryptocurrency transactions and the “Dark Web” with 
the help of our team and full suite of forensic solutions.

Need help understanding the new responses cryptocurrencies require?

“Not only do we provide the tools that give regulators the crypto 
information they need, we also present around the world on policy 
direction and regulation.” 

Certified Bitcoin Professional
Lance Morginn, BIG’s CEO and Co-founder

Looking for tools to help you fight terrorist financing, money laundering, human 
trafficking, drug trafficking, weapons trafficking, or other cyber crimes?

“Having solved real crypto crime, I understand the importance of having tools that 
are designed to meet the needs of investigators.” 

Former Supervisory Special Agent with Homeland Security Investigations
Robert Whitaker, BIG’s Director of Forensics and Investigations



Mission Statement
To bring security and accountability to cryptocurrency 

with our trusted data analysis and risk-scoring capabilities 
for Bitcoin, Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies.

Why BIG?
Accountability: since BIG is a public company, our clients 
benefit from the greater level of transparency with which 
we must comply

Mature products: developing since 2015; QLUE 2.0 
released in Q3 2018

Strategic locations: offices in Canada, Washington, D.C., 
and Crypto Valley, Switzerland, as well as partners across 
the globe

Designed by Investigators: led by former US Federal Law 
enforcement with years of cryptocurrency investigation 
experience

Full blockchain explorer: gain intelligence on 
addresses, wallets, transactions, entities & clusters

Easy to use: visual, interactive and intuitive interface helps 
investigators follow the money trail

Efficient watch feature: monitor & receive notifications of 
activity on multiple wallets

Time-saving traces & filters: quickly traverse the 
blockchain by date/time, block, transaction ID, address or 
amount

Automated risk scoring: BitRank® data provided via API; 
no additional software to install 

Easy escalations and SAR filings: flags data and identifies 
reason(s) for high-risk score

Simplifies documentation: print to PDF for case support 
and/or legal proceedings

Easy integration: SDKs for Node.js and PHP provide 
standard integration

Cryptocurrency agnostic: support for Bitcoin & Ethereum; 
more cryptocurrencies to be added 

Agile frameworks: developed to facilitate rapid addition of 
new cryptocurrencies

BIG’s Global Presence: Staff or Partnerships



The BIG Team
We have strategically assembled a team of seasoned investigators, experienced technology experts, proven business builders and industry specialists.

SHONE ANSTEY
Executive Chairman / President & 
Co-Founder

Shone brings 20 years of experience building 
complex technologies and software within the IT 
industry, primarily within search, analytics and 
data center operations. He has been engaged 
with cryptocurrency since 2012 and is a Certified 
Bitcoin Professional. Formerly, Shone acted as 
Director of Technology for a distributed Bitcoin 
mining pool while developing an industrial Bitcoin 
mining operation for a public company.

LANCE MORGINN
Chief Executive Officer / Director / 
Co-Founder

Lance has over 20 years of experience founding, 
leading and growing successful technology-based 
businesses. He founded Planet City Graphics, 
which grew to a multi-million-dollar corporation 
in just 18 months, and founded Western Shores 
Interactive, which went public and reached a 
market cap of $400 million. Lance also has 
expertise working with Asian companies and 
government entities, including China’s Ministry 
of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation 
(MOFTEC). 

KIM EVANS
Chief Financial Officer CPA, CGA

Kim is President and Founder of Golden Reign 
and is a Certified General Accountant. She 
has extensive experience in both the corporate 
securities industry and in the junior mining sector. 
She has 17 years of experience as Director and/or 
Officer with a number of public companies listed 
on the TSX Venture Exchange.

ANTHONY ZELEN
IR / Corporate Development / Co-Founder

Anthony has over 17 years of experience 
in finance, investor relations and corporate 
development. He is the owner of the full-service 
corporate communications firm Senergy 
Communications Inc, which provides investor 
relations, public relations and marketing solutions.

MARTY ANSTEY
CTO / Co-Founder

Marty has over 20 years of systems administration 
and programming experience and enjoys 
complex challenges solving problems with big 
data intelligence and analytics. His background 
includes strong Linux and FreeBSD knowledge, 
experience designing and administering data center 
and ISP networks, and expertise with multiple 
programming languages. Marty is a Certified 
Bitcoin Professional.

ROBERT WHITAKER
Director of Forensics and Investigations

Robert served in law enforcement for 23 years, 
including as a Supervisory Special Agent 
with Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), 
where he oversaw the program responsible for 
cryptocurrency investigations, training, equipment, 
analytical support, and investigative methodologies 
needed by HSI special agents worldwide. Robert is 
a Certified Bitcoin Professional.

TERESA ANAYA
Director of Financial Institution Strategy

Teresa has over 25 years experience focused on 
fraud, money laundering and terrorist financing 
investigations, including for the FDIC after the 
financial crisis of 2008, and for Standard Chartered 
Bank, Bank of America and others. As Project 
Manager at Bank of America, she worked to 
develop a proprietary Know Your Customer (KYC) 
suite of applications. Teresa is ITIL 3 Certified, a 
Certified Fraud Examiner, a Certified Anti-Money 
Laundering Specialist and a Certified Bitcoin 
Professional.

TEJINDER BASI
Director of Strategy and Corporate 
Development

Tejinder has over 25 years of business and 
technical experience working with medium 
and large enterprises across Europe and North 
America. He was a Partner with Deloitte Canada for 
over 15 years where he led Deloitte’s Cybersecurity 
and IT Risk Management practices. Tejinder has 
a degree in Computer Systems Engineering, is 
a Certified Management Accountant, a Certified 
Information Security Professional and is an adjunct 
Professor at UBC Sauder School of Business.



Risk mitigation support for your cryptocurrency AML, CTF, KYC & OFAC efforts
BitRank Verified’s easy-to-understand transaction risk score helps you meet regulatory compliance.

With banks spending over $49 million annually on AML alone, our tools remain inexpensive for an overlooked area of high risk.

BitRank Verified® was securely built 100% in-house for: 

• Financial Services
• RegTech
• Cryptocurrency Exchanges
• Bitcoin/Ethereum ATM Operators
• ICOs
• Banks
• Investment Funds
• eCommerce Sites
• Retailers
• Payment Processors

Why BitRank Verified®?

Easy To Use: Like a credit score for Bitcoin and Ethereum wallet 
addresses with more currencies coming

Flexible: Works with AML, CTF, OFAC, KYC, ICO and PoS applications 

Reassuring: Detect addresses associated with criminal activity or 
nefarious actors

Always Up-To-Date: Reported data is continually updated

Watchlist Management: Receive almost immediate notification of 
pending transaction

Automated: Automate your process flow with configurable thresholds to 
auto reject/accept

Fast: Rapid API response enables real-time applications

Compatible: API can be integrated into financial applications

Easy Integration: No software to install; SDKs for Node.js, PHP & 
more to come

Responsive Training: Our team of experts gets you up to speed at 
your pace

Minimize False Positives & Reporting: Quickly clear and close 
low-risk alerts or escalate high-risk alerts

Regulatory Reporting: Show your Board, investors, clients & 
regulators you’re serious about compliance

Near instant risk-score results (150 ms) from BitRank Verified® will help you 
stay compliant as you quickly clear and close low-risk alerts or escalate 
high-risk alerts.
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Seeking confidence that cryptocurrency funds being received didn’t 
originate from illicit, immoral or unethical sources?

“We engineered BitRank Verified ® to be the industry gold
standard of cryptocurrency transactional risk scoring.”

Certified Bitcoin Professional
Shone Anstey, BIG’s President & Co-Founder



How Does It Work?
BitRank Verified® detects connections to Bitcoin and Ethereum addresses 
directly involved with nefarious activities through automated AI/Machine 
Learning and human-researched data.

The service then leverages BIG’s proprietary algorithm to analyze the data 
points collected. In the background, our dedicated research and support 
team is continually adapting and developing the BitRank algorithm to deliver 
increasing accuracy.

BitRank scores, meanwhile, are continuously updated based on the latest 
data points collected, with new data sources continually being added and 
new information updated once it becomes available. 

The result is that BIG’s proprietary database of transaction and wallet 
intelligence continues to grow in depth and value, representing an 
ever-growing compilation of tagged entities and actors. 

How Is A BitRank Score Computed?
We use the following to identify the attributes that contribute to each 
BitRank score: 

• Research Department 
• Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning 

Every BitRank score considers a variety of factors, including on chain and 
off chain data.

On Chain:

• The historical blockchain data for the address
• Age of the address, number and types of transactions, amounts 

involved
• On chain clustering 

Off Chain:

• Using graph analysis and Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
Learning models, addresses are grouped together based on several 
classifications

• Clear web data
• Dark web data
• Analyst-gathered intelligence
• Partner-gathered intelligence

Our proprietary algorithm generates a score from 0 to 100 based on the 
computation of associations across hundreds of risk indicators, including:

• Drug Trade
• Illegal Pornography
• Dark Markets
• Terrorism
• Cryptocurrency Exchange
• 593 other risk indicators

Scores range from 0 to 100. Wallets with no activity start at 50.

Excellent

Good

Fair

Neutral

Low Risk

Medium Risk

High Risk

Any time new data is added on an address, its BitRank score is 
recalculated.

Any organization seeking confidence that funds being received did not 
originate from illegal, immoral or unethical sources will benefit from 
BitRank’s risk mitigation support.

Regulatory Compliance with:

• BSA/AML - KYC
• CFTC
• SEC
• FinCEN
• OFAC
• Anti-Fraud 

Banking and Financial Operations: 

• Banking Applications
• PoS applications
• Easy monitoring and reporting on risk for:

Empowering and Fast API Access

1. Cryptocurrency Exchanges 
2. ICOs / Investment Funds 
3. ATM Operators 

BitRank’s API enables you to integrate our service with your existing 
transaction platform at the gateway to demonstrate a robust compliance 
program around cryptocurrencies, much like traditional KYC and 
transactions monitoring.

BitRank’s fast API can deliver 7 billion API calls per month with typical 
response times of less than 150 milliseconds, making it suitable for 
real-time applications (e.g., PoS, ATM, etc.) and capable of integrating with 
the most demanding applications.

With convenient coding examples provided for your technology team 
(Node.js, PHP, and others coming soon), mitigating the risk of 
cryptocurrency transactions is quick and easy.

Who Is BitRank® For?

90 – 100

80 – 89

70 – 79

60 – 69

40 - 59

20 - 39

0 – 19



Forensically trace, track and monitor illicit cryptocurrency activities
In the same way crime scene investigators use UV light to reveal hidden 
evidence, QLUETM enables you to uncover what really has been going on 
behind cryptocurrency transactions.

• Detect suspicious cryptocurrency activity

• Visually trace, track and monitor transactions

• The engine behind BitRank’s data points

Why QLUETM?

Designed By Investigators: Led by former Homeland Security 
Investigations Special Agent

Easy To Use: Visual, interactive and intuitive interface helps 
investigators follow the money trail

Full Blockchain Explorer: Gain insight on addresses, wallets, 
transactions, entities & clusters

Time-Saving Traces & Filters: Quickly traverse the blockchain by 
date/time, block, transaction ID, address or amount

Efficient Watch Feature: Monitor & receive notifications of activity 
on multiple wallets

Minimize False Positives & Reporting: Quickly clear and close 
low-risk alerts or escalate high-risk alerts

Blockchain Agnostic: Current support for Bitcoin & Ethereum; more 
cryptos to be added

Agile Frameworks: Developed to facilitate rapid addition of new 
cryptocurrencies

Simplifies Documentation: Print to PDF for case support and/or 
submission as evidence in court proceedings

Yesterday’s search and analytic technologies don’t know how 
to handle cryptocurrency data and spot today’s criminals – 
QLUETM does. 
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Overview

BTC market cap $116,844,425,223.31

BTC in circulation 16,975,725.0 BTC

Last Block 512,203

24h number of transaction 12,122,152,218

BTC1 = 7288.128 USD
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News

Coinbase Acuires Etherum Wallet Startup  
Cipher Browser

April 12, 2018

www.coindesk.com

A Japnaese telecom giant wants to Use Blockchain  
to Store Contracts

April 12, 2018

www.coindesk.com

Credit Rating Firm Back $8 Million  
Fundaraise for Crypto Alternative

April 12, 2018

www.coindesk.com

$20k in crypto the First Bets on Prediction 
Market Augr Jsut Paid Out

April 12, 2018

www.coindesk.com

$20k in crypto the First Bets on Prediction 
Market Augr Jsut Paid Out

April 12, 2018

www.coindesk.com
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Dashboard Bitcoin Search for address or transaction...

TM

Need a service that can reduce the number of hours, days or months 
needed to perform a crypto investigation?

“Our team of investigators shape the development of tools designed 
to make your life simpler as an investigator.”

Former Supervisory Special Agent with Homeland Security Investigations
Robert Whitaker, BIG’s Director of Forensics and Investigations

Artificial Intelligence: Identifies anomalies and brings them to your 
attention

Demonstration: Show your Board, investors, clients & regulators 
you’re serious about compliance

Preventive: Signal to bad actors they’re being watched & should go 
elsewhere



How Does It Work?
Rather than being anonymous, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and 
Ethereum are more accurately described as pseudonymous. While a user's 
name is not attached directly to an underlying transaction, the transaction 
history itself is permanently stored on the cryptocurrency’s public 
Blockchain ledger.

But while the data is technically available for all to see, it is not easy to 
know where to look or how to make the connections between the entities 
behind the transactions involved.

Which is why we built QLUE™, to make it easier to find and assess the 
information required to expedite investigations, mitigate risk, support 
compliance, and make informed business decisions.

QLUE™ incorporates various techniques and advanced search algorithms 
to detect suspicious activity within cryptocurrency transactions, use of 
“Dark Web” tools such as TOR, and other methods commonly employed by 
criminals to cover illegal activity.

The result is a faster and easier search and analysis process that can be 
developed into actionable data and intelligence related to cryptocurrency 
addresses, wallets and the entities associated with transactions.

With growing regulatory scrutiny and the ongoing adoption of 
cryptocurrencies across investment and payment applications, it will be 
harder to determine legitimate versus illicit transactions. QLUE™ is the 
response to that challenge, enabling you to uncover what really has been 
going on behind transactions.

QLUETM gives you robust Bitcoin and Ethereum transaction tracing… ...the ability to follow the money trail with clustering and heuristics…

...built-in case management... ...the ability to automate a watch on an address...

...and all the tools and advantages cryptocurrency investigators need to 
detect: 

• suspicious activity within cryptocurrency transactions
• use of "Dark Web" tools such as TOR
• other methods commonly employed by criminals to conceal illegal 

activity

QLUETM was securely built 100% in-house for you, whether you’re 
fighting terrorist financing, money laundering, human trafficking, drug 
trafficking,weapons trafficking, or needing litigation support:

• Law Enforcement (international, federal, state)
• Regulators
• Exchanges
• Government Agencies
• Forensic Services
• Covert Services
• Banks
• Law/Audit Firms



Easy and flexible levels of expert cryptocurrency investigative services
Leverage our Forensic Services Division to gain hands-on forensic investigation and monitoring of suspicious and complex cryptocurrency cases.

Certain investigations require the in-depth expertise and experience our 
Forensic Services Division provides, whether you need:

• A quick and simple review of your case

• Outsourcing to manage overflow 

• Support for ongoing investigations 

• Expert witness testimony

• Unbiased third-party investigator

• A complete forensic review with formal results reporting, suitable to be 

submitted as evidence in court proceedings

Why Our Forensic Services Division?

Trust your cryptocurrency investigations to the experts

Seasoned Leadership : Led by former Homeland
Security Investigations Special Agent

Easy & Flexible: Billed hourly at the custom level of investigative depth 
you require

Unique Datasets: Gain the advantage of our unique algorithms, 
Artificial Intelligence & off blockchain data

Outsource Overflow: Leave complex investigations and 
time-consuming monitoring to us

Third-Party Validation: Strengthen your case in court with 
independent results from our team

Level The Playing Field: Fight expert criminals with our team of 
cryptocurrency investigation experts

Confidence: Rest assured you have a world-class forensic team 
investigating on your behalf

Leverage Our Tools: Our team uses our proprietary BitRank Verified® 
& QLUETM tools for your investigations

Simplify Documentation: Digital reports for case support and/or 
submission as evidence in court proceedings

Minimize False Positives & Reporting: Quickly clear and close 
low-risk alerts or escalate high-risk alerts

TM

Need help filling the gap in your efforts to trace, track and monitor 
illicit activity involving cryptocurrencies?

“Most cryptocurrencies are only pseudo-anonymous. That means 
they can be tracked.”

Certified Bitcoin Professional
Lance Morginn, BIG’s CEO and Co-founder



Flexible cryptocurrency training from the experts

Whether on-site or through our online course options, now your team 
can develop the ability to understand cryptocurrency and successfully 
investigate suspicious activities.

You’re not alone in wanting expert training that gets you up to speed. We 
provide training for:

• Law enforcement
• Financial institutions
• Investment groups
• Regulators
• Government bodies
• Blockchain companies
• Cryptocurrency exchanges
• Auditors
• And more

Now you can earn the title of Certified Cryptocurrency 
Investigator online
Developed by a former Supervisory Special Agent for Homeland Security 
Investigations in conjunction with a Certified Fraud Examiner and Certified 
Anti-Money Laundering Specialist

At the end of this course, you will be able to:

• explain how the criminal element utilizes cryptocurrency
• reference case studies
• identify cryptocurrency evidence and how to track, trace and monitor 

cryptocurrency transactions. 

Get certified with BIG Blockchain Intelligence Group

Experienced Trainers: Led by former Homeland 
Security Investigations Special Agent

Flexible Options: On-site training or online course options that fit your 
availability

Level The Playing Field: Fight expert criminals with your new 
knowledge of the basics and advanced concepts

Save Your Time: Get your team up to speed in a fraction of the time it 
would take on your own

Confidence: Rest assured you’ve learned from world-class experts rather 
than from inaccurate sources

Learn About Our Tools: Discover how our risk-scoring and forensic 
tools can help your investigations

Gain Certification: Earn your Certified Cryptocurrency Investigator title 
to validate your new level of knowledge

Why Our Expert Cryptocurrency Training?

Need to trace, track and monitor illicit activity involving 
cryptocurrencies, but don’t really know how? Or even what blockchain 
and digital currencies are all about?

“I’ve been training people about this for years now. It’s important 
that they understand the realities of crypto crime.”

Former Supervisory Special Agent with Homeland Security Investigations
Robert Whitaker, BIG’s Director of Forensics and Investigations



You need to know what’s going on behind today’s cryptocurrency 
transactions
We can help. 

BIG’s collection of products and services combines to meet 
your cryptocurrency needs, from transaction risk-scoring 
to search, analytics, forensic investigations, 
regulatory compliance and more. 

Let’s connect.

BIG Blockchain Intelligence Group Inc.
Email: info@blockchaingroup.io
Toll-Free: 1.844.282.2140
Fax: 1.877.420.7950

Canada
Vancouver, BC

USA
Washington, D.C.

Switzerland
Zug (Crypto Valley)

Get your questions answered by the experts:

Global Relations
Lance Morginn 
Chief Executive Officer / Director / Co-Founder
Direct: 778-819-8702
Lance@blockchaingroup.io

Law Enforcement
Robert Whitaker
Director of Forensics and Investigations
Direct: 778-819-1257
Robert.Whitaker@blockchaingroup.io

Financial Sector & Regulators
Teresa Anaya 
Director of Financial Institution Strategy
Direct: 778-819-1258
Teresa.Anaya@blockchaingroup.io

CSE: BIGG | OTC: BBKCF | WKN: A2JSKC

“What you just did in 2 minutes with your software took me 3 hours.” 
US Postal Inspector, Seattle, WA


